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ABOUT ME
• Employed by Millersville University for  

20 years.

• Graduate of the Computer Science 
Department at Millersville

• Advisor of the MU Cyber Defense 
Organization and Coding Club (student 
organizations)

• Instruct Summer camps for school age 
students since 1999. 

• Married for 14 years with 2 boys 
ages 9 and 11.



What is a data breach?



A data breach is a confirmed incident in which 
sensitive, confidential or otherwise protected 
data has been accessed and/or disclosed in an 
unauthorized fashion. Data breaches may 
involve personal health information (PHI), 
personally identifiable information (PII), trade 
secrets or intellectual property.

- TechTarget



How many of you have been 
through a breach?



CORPORATE BREACHES



Sears alerted customers on April 4 of a "security incident" with an online support partner that may 
have resulted in up to 100,000 people having their credit-card information stolen. The incident 
affected shoppers who bought items online from September 27, 2017 to October 12, 2017

Delta used the same online support service as Sears and was also affected by the reported 
breach. The airline said customer payment information may have been vulnerable but did 
not estimate how many of its customers were affected.

Best Buy was also affected by a breach told customers on April 5. The retailer said only "a 
small fraction of our overall online customer population" was affected in the breach, which 
might have jeopardized payment information.

Hudson's Bay, the parent company of Saks Fifth Ave, confirmed in April that a data breach 
compromised payment systems and therefore customers' credit and debit cards. Estimates of the 
amount of affected customers have not yet been released, but could number in the millions.

UA confirmed in March that data from its MyFitnessPal app was accessed by an "unauthorized 
party.” Pay information was not released, but the app is used to track weight loss and information 
pertaining to that likely leaked. More than 150m people's information was likely compromised.



Panera Bread confirmed on April 2 that it was notified of a data leak on its website. Personal 
information of nearly 37 million people, including names, addresses, and partial credit card 
numbers may have leaked, though the company says the investigation is ongoing.

Sonic notified customers in September that it detected "unusual security regarding credit cards 
being used at Sonic.” Credit cards from 5 million customers may have been stolen, as most of 
the chains more than 3,600 locations use the same payment system.

Whole Foods announced in August that it "recently received information regarding unauthorized 
access of payment card information.” A flaw in the point-of-sale system used by the chain's 
taprooms and table-service restaurants was affected, but not the system the grocery store itself 
uses.



EDUCATION BREACHES









• phishing attacks resulting in the disclosure of personal data (blue pins);
• other unauthorized breaches or hacks resulting in the disclosure of personal data (purple pins);
• ransomware attacks (yellow pins);
• denial-of-service attacks (green pins); and
• other cyber incidents resulting in school disruptions and unauthorized disclosures (red pins)
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LAYERED SECURITY



The term layered security describes a defensive 
strategy featuring multiple defensive layers that are 

designed to slow down an attacker. 







FROM MEDIEVAL TO CYBER

Keys to an effective security posture is to:

• have multiple tools using different 
techniques to block attacks

• alert if there is a breach

• provide reporting and analysis for 
follow-up

• remediate the vulnerabilities that 
allowed the hostile activity to take place



6 LAYERS OF CYBER SECURITY



Data

Application

Host

Network

Physical

Policies, Procedures, 
Awareness



DATA SECURITY



DATA SECURITY



DATA SECURITY

• Two sides of Data Security

• Prevention - making sure the proper people can 
access the proper resources for their job

• Detection - making sure people abusing their access 
are flagged before something bad happens.



DATA SECURITY

• Identity and Access Management (IAM) is a 
framework for business processes that facilitates 
the management of electronic or digital identities. 
The framework includes the organizational 
policies for managing digital identity as well as the 
technologies needed to support identity 
management.



DATA SECURITY

• The goal of Identity and Access Management answers 
the question “Who has the keys to what doors?”

• It should do the following:

• capture and record user login information

• manage enterprise database of identities

• manage assignment and removal of privileges 



DATA SECURITY

• Another way to assist in Identity management 
is using Single Sign-On or Federated Identities.

• Use Multi-Factor to keep all of this doubly 
secure. 



APPLICATION SECURITY
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APPLICATION SECURITY

• 3 Types of apps to be concerned about:

• In House Custom Apps

• 3rd Party Apps that IT provides

• Office, Acrobat, and many many more 

• 3rd Party Apps that IT doesn’t provide but people use 
anyway 
• Spotify, iTunes, or any of the thousands of other apps on the internet



APPLICATION SECURITY

• Ways to find application vulnerabilities:

• Penetration Testing

• great way to find vulnerabilities

• internal test using in-house tools and people

• hire a firm to perform a test according to a statement of work 
that has been agreed upon

• setup a public bug bounty hunting program 
(reward the successful individuals that help secure the app)



APPLICATION SECURITY

• Vulnerability Scanners

• can be used to tighten up application security by 
uncovering common issues

• warns of problems, but IT has to know how to understand 
the results and understand the source of the problem

• most of all they need to know how to remediate the 
problems uncovered.



APPLICATION SECURITY

• Source Code Analysis Tools 

• tools evaluate the code without running it 

• it is like security-spell-check 

• inexpensive fail-safe against common developer 
mistakes and help improve app quality 

• tools can be noisy and not always find security issues.



HOST SECURITY



HOST SECURITY



HOST SECURITY

• Need to protect from harmful executables/applications from 
running and doing damage! 

• Why don’t we want users running harmful things?

• steal/ecrypt/destroy data on the local machine or network shares

• render a machine unusable

• capture keystrokes and steal passwords

• create entry points for bad guys to get in/out whenever they want



HOST SECURITY

• Things we can do to mitigate host issues

• Encrypt data on mobile devices

• Automatically backup local data

• Control what applications can installed and executed

• OS and Application level patching 

• Scanning of files with AV or AM tools



NETWORK SECURITY



NETWORK SECURITY

Fellowship of the Token Ring



NETWORK SECURITY

• There are many devices that allow us to protect our network, 
like firewalls, Intrusion Prevention System, Intrusion Detection 
Systems, and others. 

• The goal for all is to detect or prevent malicious network 
traffic.  

• These tools come in many forms such as hardware devices, 
virtual appliances, or software.



NETWORK SECURITY

• Firewalls

• In early days of firewalls the only part of a packet that was inspected was 
the header to decide if it was rejected based on

• flags

• protocol type

• source / destination address and ports

• Today firewalls perform deep packet inspection that looks not only at 
headers but the entire packet. Also uses a more rule based approach to 
decide what gets through.



NETWORK SECURITY

• Intrusion Prevention System

• Inverse of a firewall - looks for reasons to deny traffic unlike a firewall looking 
to let traffic pass

• always looks at the headers and the payload of a packet.

• deploy IPS where it will see as much unencrypted traffic as possible or it will be 
very limited

• initially deploy IPS in passive mode so you can tweak the rules to minimize false-
positives that can disrupt business

• Unfortunately some IPS use signature based rules that can be detrimental. 
Newer behavioral analytics is a better method.



NETWORK SECURITY

• Intrusion Detection System

• IDS was used before IPS.

• IDS gives VISIBILITY in to the traffic on your network. It will report on malicious 
traffic but not take action.

• Can inspect traffic from anywhere on the network allowing security engineers to 
spot things like:

• restricted applications the violate policy

• see traffic patterns that point to malware or viruses

• keyloggers or trojans

• data being stolen



NETWORK SECURITY

• VPN - Virtual Private Network

• allows user to make a secure, private connection over an open network. 

• Using a software client that encrypts the connection back to your 
school/work network. 

• Makes your remote computer part of the physical network.

• this mitigates man-in-the-middle attacks as well as network sniffing/
eavesdropping.

• some companies restrict access to only using a VPN



PHYSICAL SECURITY
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PHYSICAL SECURITY

• Physical security is exactly that, the locks, building, mean looking guards, 
cameras, alarms.

• everything that keeps the bad guys from getting to our stuff! 

• Also refers to fire suppression and disaster recovery.

• Make sure only authorized people have access to the datacenter. Use some 
sort of access control like card swipe, biometrics, RFid. Make sure there is a 
log!!!

• Full time video surveillance from all angles. 

• Server racks have different keys for each rack.  



POLICIES, PROCEDURES, AWARENESS
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POLICIES, PROCEDURES, AWARENESS

• primary defense at the human layer is education and 
testing

• people have to be educated on how to avoid social 
engineering attempts, suspicious websites, rogue wifi, etc.

• social engineering continues to be one of the biggest 
threats

• most employees see 15 minutes a year of training



POLICIES, PROCEDURES, AWARENESS

• Social Engineering 

• goal of a social engineering attack is to trick 
employees into doing something that will 
compromise their personal or employer’s security 

• people are inherently trusting and wanting to help 

• will take more than 15 minutes a year to 
counteract the human nature



POLICIES, PROCEDURES, AWARENESS

• Ransomeware Education

• quickly becoming one of the biggest cyber 
threats

• ransomware can delivered via phishing attacks or 
malicious websites that require a human to do 
something



POLICIES, PROCEDURES, AWARENESS

• Effective security awareness programs are:

• Ongoing and integrated into employees’ normal work routines

• Include behavior testing like mock phishing attacks and other 
simulations that force people to practice their skills

• Effective policies and procedures can help protect the network 
by limiting what can and cannot be connected to the network as 
well as governing what can and cannot be executed/run on the 
network. This all helps ensure data integrity and security.





HOW WE KEEP THE BAD GUYS OUT 
AT MILLERSVILLE UNIVERSITY
LAYER BY LAYER



DATA SECURITY

• Mostly Manual Process 

• Microsoft Tools

• Active Directory for Users and Computers

• Explorer

• Forefront Information Manager

• Manage Engine

• Self Service Plus

• ADManager



APPLICATION SECURITY

• Vulnerability Scanner

• MU uses inSight VM by Raipd7 (formerly Nexpose)

• weekly scans of the Windows and Linux server 
network are provided to IT staff for review and 
remediate.

• if an item can not be remediated it is taken back to 
leadership for whitelist approval.



APPLICATION SECURITY

• Penetration Testing

• We are currently working with a vendor to 
do perform an engagement

• Source Code Review Tools

• currently not employing this tool



HOST SECURITY

• MU we employ many tools to manage and protect hosts: 

• Symantec AV is used on all windows based desktops/
laptops/servers and is centrally managed to deploy 
agent updates, definition updates, and enforce policies.  

• When we get a report of a host acting badly we employ 
a few malware scanners to help clean up. We have used 
Malwarebytes, HijackThis, ComboFix 



HOST SECURITY

• Endpoint Management 

• Windows Hosts 

• System Center Configuration Manager 

• Windows Server Update Server 

• Ninite 

• Active Directory for Users and Computers



HOST SECURITY

• Endpoint Management 

• macOS / iOS Hosts 

• Apple Remote Desktop 

• JAMF Pro



NETWORK SECURITY

• Fortinet Fortigate 6800 Firewalls

• Cisco Identity Services Engine

• Impulse SecureConnect

• Exinda Network Orchestrator

• BlueCat IPAM

• Cisco Umbrella (formerly OpenDNS)

• Barracudda Systems Spam Firewall



NETWORK SECURITY

• Currently Investigating 

• Encrypting Laptops 

• Next-Gen Anti-Virus 

• SIEM



PHYSICAL SECURITY

• Card Swipe Access to important doors. 

• Limited Access



POLICIES, PROCEDURES, AWARENESS

• Awareness Training

• KnowBe4

• Cyber Security Awareness Month

• Monthly IT Newsletter

• IT Wiki



POLICIES, PROCEDURES, AWARENESS

• IT Governance

• Academic Council for Technology

• Administrative Council for Technology

• Advisory Council for Technology

• IT Executive Council

• Univ President’s Cabinet





?? Questions ??



Todd Echterling - Millersville University 
Campus IT Security Specialist / Systems Administrator 

todd.echterling@millersville.edu - @TechToddMU 
MacAdmins Slack - techtodd

mailto:todd.echterling@millersville.edu


Resources

• https://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/data-breach 

• http://www.businessinsider.com/data-breaches-2018-4#sonic-10 

• https://edtechmagazine.com/higher/article/2017/12/education-sector-data-breaches-skyrocket-2017 

• https://k12cybersecure.com 

• https://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/identity-access-management-IAM-system 

• https://www.varonis.com/ultimate-guide-to-layered-security/

https://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/data-breach
http://www.businessinsider.com/data-breaches-2018-4#sonic-10
https://edtechmagazine.com/higher/article/2017/12/education-sector-data-breaches-skyrocket-2017
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https://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/identity-access-management-IAM-system

